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'· 
l.lntroduction 

The discrete-discrete· mathematical model of unstable inverse problem 
(UIP) can be reduced to a system of linear algebraic equation~ (SLA E) like 

At= I . ( I ) 

where A - the coefficient (design) nxi1-maf.rix, t · ~ true iml~t1011. vcct.or 
and / - a n·oisy r.h.s. input data v~ct.or. · 

· Let us assume the input vedor / to be composed· of a .st.ruct.ured 
component, Is, consisting of relatively broad (Gaussian, Breit-Wig11~1ia11 
etc) peak~ and a smc>0th background support,; ·J8, due to a previous incorn.>et 
background subtraction and the smoothing effect of the l.h.s. convolution, 
At. ·, . . . 

Then the r.h.s. vector can written dowri ns 

f=!s+!a+!z (2) 

where 
fz = z = (o,o .... of , ( 3) 

2.Possible information losses in convolution 

The·conceptual analysis of the l.h.s. convolution in (1) demonstrates 
the two following sources of information losses [I]. 

One, of the most important sc;;urcffi ·seems f.o be d11e to the co-called 
orthogonal erosion, when 

t = t1 + iv . (4)' 

where t1 .:.., an invisible A-orthogonal component and tv - a visible A-nonorhtogonal 
component [2]. 

A clear indication of this erosion to be a real danger is suggested by the, 
fundamental Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [3]: · 

' ... ·- . 

I a(z;s)sin(as)ds-.:. 0: 
(5) 
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which states that an orthogonal nonzero factor, sino:a, when multiplied by a 
nonzero one, a(z, a), can result in a pure zero r.h.s., i.e. in a noninformative 
product. 

With this controversal situation at hand we will try to analyze the 
structure of the column vector t corresponding to the complete true input 
information. 

In general, we name an informative element any nonzero r.h.s. term 
from (1). 

3.The structure oft-vector 

3.1. The first source of information losses - the spectrum 
component, ts 

The A-matrix is a discrete image of the linear opera.tor, A, to yield 

At= A(ts + tn + tz) =Is+ In+ lz (6) 

that closely resembles (2). 
The smoothing action of the A-matrix is the first source of peak broadening 

and information loss, observed in /s. 
Under ideal conditions, the corresponding ts-component can be viewed 

as a set off 6-function-like peaks, pr, interspersed with zeros; 

ts= (p1, O, O,P2, ···•PN) (7) 

3.2. The second source of information losses - the background 
component, ta 

In a matrix formulation the orthogonality relation looks like 

AAT= AA-= I (8) 

where AT - the transposed matrix, A- - the inverse matrix and I - the 
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diagonal identity matrix; 

1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 ;• 

I= IO 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

A scalar matrix, S, is defined as 

S=al 

where a - a scalar factor. 

(9) 

(10) 

In our standard matrix-vector formulation an equivalent "quasiortbogoual" 
version of the /-matrix is the following unit column vector; 

u = (1, 1, .... , 1f 

so that the corresponding "scalar" vector is 

ts= au 

(11) 

(12) 

It must he noted that the unit. column vector, u, acts in (1) .as an 
A-matrix row summat.or, thus producing a smoothed (background) part, 
fs. 

The quasiorthogonal convolution, At8 , becomes the second source of 
information lOBBes. This is especially clear in the all-matrix .version of (1), 
where T8 = al. 

3.3.The third source of information losses - tz 

The third source of information losses in a transfer from an l.h.s. to an 
r.h.s. in (1) can be due to 

tz ::/:- 0 (13) 

In a close analogy to (5) this situation mirrors the problem of finding 
a general solution of (1) which is composed of both homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous terms. The homogeneous term corresponds to. 

Atz =0 (14) 
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It is known [4] that a nontrivial solution of (14): 

tz ,f. z 

is feasible only for an A-matrix with an incomplete rank, 

r<n 

where n is the dimension of the A-matrix. 

(15) 

l16) 

Thus, to check for third source of information losses in the SLAE ( l) 
needs regular control computatiom1 of the rank, r. The latter- problem is· 
known to he the most difficult to solve in linear algebra at large. 

3.4. Some model alternatives 

The first alternative for the above solution model·can he derived from 
the linear nature of the operator A: 

<t, 
A(t + d) = / + n (17) 

where d - the I-error and n - the /-error. Other noise models can he 
incorporated in the same simple way. 

Another model can be adapted from the modular arithmetic approach 
widely used to descrih~ error-correcting codes [5]: 

• = A(t + d) == z + e (18) 

wheres-the so-called syndrome term, z-the term corresponding to an error-free 
code and e - the nonzero error-detecting term. The laUer model is directly 
linked to the error-free computation strategy developed within the framework 
of modular arithmetic and P-addic numbers approaches [6]. 

Conclusions 

Tbe true solution of the SLAE (1) is shown to be composed of three 
main components. One of these components is due to a solution of the 
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homogeneous version of (1), while the two remaining ones stem from a 
• solution of the inhomogeneous version of (1). 

Any real losses of the information contained in a complete l.h.s. t-vector 
can proceed through three interdependent channels . 

To sum up, the author would like to acknowledge the late Profs. C.Lauczos 
B.Dd A.S.Householder for their cognitive and inventive insight into the fundamental 
problems under study. 
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l-1ntoUJ,eHKO B.l-1. E10-92-342 

O6w,aA CTpyKTypa pew~H"1H 

HeyCTOH'l"1BblX o6paTHblX 3aAa'l 

noKa3aHO, 'lTO o6w,ee . seKTOpHOe peweHHe CHCTeMbl IlHHeHHblX 

anre6pa1,1<iecK1,1x· ypasHeHHH (CnAY), At = f, MO>KHO npeACTaBHTb 

B BHAe BeKTOpa-CTOI16Ua t = ts + tS + tz, rAe ts - cneKTpc!IlbHaA KOM

noHeHTa, ta: - q>OHOBaA KOMnOHeHTa 1,1 tz - peweHHe OAHOPOAHOH 
T . - . 

.· cnAY, Atz =.z = (0, 0, ... , 0) . KoMnOHeHTa ts COCT0"1T 1,13 8-o6pa3HblX 

nHKOB, ~s = au, rAe a - CKailAP 1,1 u = (1, 1, ... , 1 )T, np1,1 3TOM tz c- 2: 
TOilbKO AilA A 0MaTp"1U .nOilHOrO paHra, C r = n. TaKHM _o6pa30M, AilA 

KOHTPOilA ' B03MO>KHblX norepb "1Hq:,opMaU"1"1 np1,1 peweHl,11,1 cnAY 

Heo6xoAHMO nposepATb se111,1<i1,1Hy paHra A-Ma-ip1,1i.\b1 B re<ieHHe scero 

npouecca Bbl<iHcneHHH. 

Pa6ora BbinonHeHa B na6oparnp1-11,1 · BblCOKHX 3HeprnH Ol-1Al-1. 
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The General Structure of_ Solutions of Unstable 

Inverse Problems 

- The general vector soiution of systems of Hnear algebraic equations 

(SLAE), At = f, is shown t.o be ~xpressed as a .column vector, t = ts+ 

+ t 8 + tz, where ts - a spectral term_, ts - a background term and tz -

a solution of the h~mogeneous SLAE, Atz = z = (0, 0, ... , O)T. The term 

ts consists of 8°function-)jke peaks, the next term, t 8 ,,;, au with a scalar 

a and u; (1, 1,-... , 1) T, while tz.= z only for a full-rank A-matrix (r = n). 

Thus, to control information losses needs a regular check of the A-matrix · 

rank during the whole computation process. 

1he investigation has been performed at tl)e L!!boratory of High 

Energies, JINR. 
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